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 With performance dispersion increasing among credits, we recommend investors to 
be selective. We prefer short-end bonds with positive developments (Argentina and 
Ecuador) yet we remain neutral in Mexico and underweight in Brazil ahead of the 
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 In Africa, we reduce our weighting in South African corporates to neutral and 
believe Angolan sovereign spreads should widen. On the technical side, light supply 
should be a positive catalyst in the short-run. 
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We remain caution on EM spreads. While we acknowledge that valuations are 
becoming attractive, negative idiosyncratic developments for large credits 
belonging to the index are strong headwinds, in our view. With performance 
dispersion increasing among credits, we recommend investors to be 
selective. We prefer short-end bonds with positive developments (Argentina 
and Ecuador) yet we remain neutral in Mexico and underweight in Brazil 
ahead of the elections. In Africa, we reduce our weighting in South African 
corporates to neutral and believe Angolan sovereign spreads should widen. 
On the technical side, light supply should be a positive catalyst in the short-
run. 

EM spreads have another volatile week. EM credit spreads remained under 
pressure this week. Though the Citi EM sovereign spreads are off the widest level, 
the environment remains volatile. Of the large credits, Brazil has been in the 
spotlight underperforming its peers. The weakness was driven by concerns over 
political pressure on Petrobras pricing, combined with large depreciation of the BRL 
and fears that the election outcome will not be positive for the much needed social 
security reform. Mexico has been underperforming as well -- lack of progress on 
NAFTA has accelerated the sell-off, in an environment that remains uncertain due 
to the elections next month. On the positive front, Argentina (IMF program) and 
Turkey (emergency hikes) credits, which have been recently under fire, are 
beginning to stabilize.

Figure 1. EM credit spreads have  continued to widen  Figure 2. Performance dispersion among individual credit has been 
increasing, suggesting that correlations have been breaking down
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We remain caution despite a healthy equity market. We have been cautious on 
EM spreads since March this year, advocating that developed market ‘policy 
normalization’ i.e., increase in interest rates and political development would have 
taken a toll on spreads (EM Credit Weekly - A Cautious Stance). We remain of the 
same view. Indeed, despite a healthy equity market, particularly in the US and 
subdued volatility (see Figure 1), we think EM idiosyncratic developments are likely 
to prevent any meaningful spread compression, especially if EMFX continue to be 
under pressure. In conclusion, a rising rate environment, combined with ‘removal of 
liquidity’ from developed world, has been challenging for EM. Given this we 
advocate for a light position. The risk to this view, however, is a reversal of the 
strong USD environment. With the Italian political situation calmer now, focus is 
shifting to the upcoming ECB meeting next week. Citi believes that the ECB could 
address taper in a more official manner. Inflation has continued to move higher and 

EM Credit: Sell-off not done yet!
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policymakers are confident they will hit their target in the medium term. The timing 
for announcement (June vs. July) is unlikely to impact investor sentiment in a 
significant manner.

Credit selection is becoming more important. As highlighted in Figure 2, the 
dispersion of the performance among the largest weighted credit in the index has 
been increasing over the last few months. This suggests that credit selection has 
become more important and investors should be focusing on that. To put it 
differently, global factors are influencing credit in a different manner and spreads 
correlations are diminishing. 

We are overweight Argentina and prefer the short-end of the curve. The IMF 
announcement is likely imminent, with a potential 36-month package. Local media 
suggests the total package could be around USD40bn (including other multilaterals, 
e.g. WB, CAF, IABD), some of which will be cash, available funds, and last resort 
funds. On the fiscal front, targets could be slightly tighter for this year (~2.5% of 
GDP), keeping the 1pp step for 2019 (1.5-1.7% of GDP), and an almost balanced 
budget by 2020. The fiscal adjustment could come by reducing subsidies, public 
employment, public investment and transfers to the provinces. On the monetary 
front, we expect the inflation targeting regime to remain in place, but the program is 
likely to bring new inflation targets which are more consistent with the fiscal targets 
(e.g. something in line with the latest REM could be considered more achievable). 
The package is also expected to strengthen the autonomy of the BCRA (a new 
central bank charter is likely to be announced), and separate the Treasury from the 
BCRA (e.g. no more transfers to the Treasury). All in all, we continue to expect a 
pragmatic IMF, supportive of Argentina's policies, which suggests limited bond 
supply and the possibility to have a smoother path toward election next year. We 
think the short-end of the bond curve remains cheap. 

We remain constructive on Ecuador despite external supply. The economy has 
continued with the impulse it had since the end of 2017, though future USD inflows 
are key. As a consequence of a boost in consumption propelled by both the 
elimination of safeguards as well as a 2pp reduction in VAT, the economy had a 
strong rebound in 2H2017. This has persisted into 2018 as evidenced by the 
monthly activity index. However, it is worth noting that an important challenge for 
growth lies in the availability of local financing, since a dollarized economy such as 
Ecuador relies on positive inflow of USD to keep the monetary base growing. New 
funds are needed to keep the current GDP growth alive. The imposition of import 
restrictions in past years was a tool to keep the current account relatively flat and 
rein in USD outflows. After being suspended, these are now on track to be re-
imposed, which we see as a positive development.

The most readily-available source of new USD is external issuances. This has been 
the case since in 2016. It is important to note that the new issuances worsened the 
debt/GDP ratios at a time when the country’s total outstanding debt was not publicly 
known, generating uncertainty. President Lenín Moreno pledged greater 
transparency upon taking office, and this promise began to be fulfilled last month 
when newly appointed Minister of Finance Richard Martínez authorized the 
publication of detailed debt statistics, showing that debt to GDP currently stands at 
57% (bonds and loans with multilaterals represents 47% of GDP). With this new 
level of transparency, we believe the government is seeking to show the market its 
intentions to clear up its finances, which should help an eventual issuance, but we 
believe they must also strive to better convince the international community that a 
fiscal consolidation plan is not only feasible but on the way. In light of this, a set of 
metrics that we have introduced in order to time new issuances (see our Ecuador P
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Economics View: Timing New Issuances) show that we could be seeing a new 
issuance taking place as early as next month.

In Brazil, Petrobras CEO’s resignation negative for sentiment. We have been 
de-risking our Brazil portfolio on rising political concerns despite an improving 
deleveraging story domestically. The CEO’s resignation was initially seen to be at 
President Temer’s behest, but the market has had reports of him leaving for a food 
producer for some time. In any event, the recent turmoil highlights the growing 
potential for a return to government interference in Petrobras’ business practices as 
well as corporate governance. Even if President Temer publicly attempts to allay 
investor worries on Petrobras’ independence in the future, we do not think his words 
will be sufficient to assuage fears, with his term ending in a few months and the 
disposition of the likely second round candidates toward privatization and 
intervention still to be determined. In other words, this risk is not going away and is 
far from certain in being seen as a one-time event. In other words, this risk is not 
going away and is far from certain in being seen as a one-time event.

Figure 3. We recommend selling the Petrobras rally… Figure 4. …Pemex is a better value play on Mexican elections
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Politics takes center stage, even if micro level story is intact. We do not think 
that pension and fiscal reforms will necessarily take a backseat but such fears will 
likely rise, and the probability of only watered down reforms being implemented is 
growing. The current political cast (and polls) makes it difficult to envision a market 
friendly outcome in Brazil. Alckmin is lagging in the polls and likelihood of Bolsonaro 
winning has increased. Market focus is quickly shifting to the October elections, 
which thus far have been overshadowed by Mexico. An AMLO win there is quickly 
becoming a foregone conclusion in the market, even though the extent of his win 
remains debatable. We believe Pemex is attractive at the current spread-to-
sovereign levels in all but the “big AMLO win” scenario whereby he gets a 
supermajority, a scenario we see having a low probability of happening.

Is Pemex where Petrobras was, but may be again? The fear factor for Pemex 
under the “big AMLO win” scenario is fairly simple: Its halting steps toward being a 
“normal company” allowed to keep its cash for investment and set prices and labor 
policies according to the market is reversed, and it returns to being a tool of the 
state for economic development, perhaps to the detriment of other stakeholders like 
creditors. This is a similar scenario that Petrobras was in earlier this decade when 
PT governments under President’s Lula and Rousseff which resulted in the 2015-16 
credit crisis at the company. A possibility of reversal of policies implemented by the 
outgoing CEO (asset sales, market determined pricing) rightly is seen as a step 
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backwards. It remains somewhat open as to how much of a backward step as the 
real test will be the policy of the next administration, which will take power in 
December. That is why we believe the SoS for Petrobras needs to adjust to similar 
levels as Pemex, as they both should be pricing a degree of political interference.

Figure 5. Where can spreads go? Perhaps not to 2015 levels but we see downside ahead of 
elections 
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Where can spreads go? Fortunately (or unfortunately) we don’t need to look very 
far to understand where PETBRA spreads can go if politics turn south. A short trip 
down memory lane shows PETBRA spread-over-sovereign reached 600bp in the 
thick of the PETBRA crisis in 2015. At that time, however, the matter was 
compounded by oil prices plummeting. Indeed, Brent at $78 provides some floor to 
how much PETBRA can weaken due to the strong upstream business, but higher oil 
prices and weakening BRL puts intense pressure on fuel prices in local terms for 
the downstream business, which in an election year has already proven to be 
fodder for populist policies. We believe this pressure will only intensify in the next 
several months. We have exited our PETBRA 27 ($98.45, 6/7/2018 15:45 ET) trade 
based on this rationale. (Emerging Markets Credit Strategy Flash - Pricing the 
sovereign risk: Petrobras vs Pemex)

CEEMEA 

Angola’s currency weakness beginning to leak into credit spreads

Angola’s president João Lourenço remains in an effort to establish the credibility of 
government policies by dismantling corruption networks and enacting bold reforms. 
One important pillar in this economic and institutional re-structuring effort is the 
change of currency regime. The local currency depreciated 42% to 238.05 this year. 
While this is a meaningful devaluation, the kwanza trades around 415 on the black 
market, fueling further inflation pressure (as the economy is highly dependent on 
imports). Despite the high policy rate (key rate at 18% since November 2017), 
inflation is reluctant to march towards the 7-9% inflation target (Figure 6). 

The soaring inflation continues to deteriorate the competitiveness of AOA. We 
designed the NEER and REER of Angola versus the ten largest export trade 
partners. As we can observe in Figure 7, the REER slumped by 20% in January P
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2018 and remained relatively stable since then. If we take into account Citi’s CPI 
and exchange rate forecasts of Angola’s trade partners, the REER is likely to 
accelerate by 10% by the year-end. This suggests that the central bank has to 
depreciate at least 10% the AOA by the end of the year to offset the REER 
deterioration for the next six months.       

Oil panacea is temporary. While external debt as a percentage of exports of 
goods, services and income is much smaller than in the 1990s, interest payments 
on the external debt as % of exports of goods, services and income has soared 
since 2012 reaching 6.35% (Figure 8) at the end of 2016. While we don’t have the 
available data for 2017 and 2018, we believe Angola’s external debt service has 
deteriorated even further. Although external debt stock is estimated around USD 
43.7bn at the end of 2017, the bilateral financing issue raised in Zambia still fuels 
the scepticism of market participants regarding the official numbers. On the plus 
side, high oil prices boosted oil revenues (Figure 9) in the past months, and they 
are likely to ease the fiscal pressure and austerity measures. With Citi’s view of oil 
moderating later this year and weak Angolan oil exports, we believe that the oil 
revenue boon will fade in the coming quarters. 

Figure 6. Inflation reluctant to march towards the central bank’s target Figure 7. The REER will continue to deteriorate in the coming months
Angola CPI (Luanda, LS) Angola Key rate (RS)
Angola 182d Treasury Bills (RS)
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Angola applied for the Policy Coordination Instrument in April 2018, which is a non-
financial assistance program. While the IMF program will rebuild the external 
credibility of Angola’s economy, this is unlikely to fix the dollar shortage that leads 
the AOA to trade nearly twice on the black market as the net international reserves 
of the central bank are only USD 12.9bn at the end of April 2018 (Figure 10). 

Angola bonds have outperformed its peers since the beginning of the year on 
the back of higher oil prices and expectation of an IMF program. Technicals were 
supportive too as Angol 19s was excluded due to the thirteen-month EMBI 
exclusion criteria and investors poured their funds into Angol 25s. As we expect oil 
prices to moderate later this year, AOA to depreciate further and non-financial 
assistance program from IMF unlikely to solve the dollar shortage in the nearest 
future, we believe that the tightness of Angola bonds are not justified. Considering 
high prices of these bonds, we believe Angol 25s ($112.23, 6/7/2018 15:45 ET) 
is likely to widen in an environment of higher pressure on DM yields. Also, 
given the current USD-EM adverse price action and any potential impact on the 
OAO, we believe the flatness of the Angola $ curve may be challenged in the 
medium-term. Expectations of very light EM new issuance over the summer and 
some anecdotal rotation from the battered high-yielding credits in Latam to SAA 
credits may have recently supported the Angolan curve. Once these flows recede, 
together with sustained pressure from DM rates, we believe the Angolan curve may 
be biased towards some steepening again. 

Figure 8. External debt service is at alarming level Figure 9. Oil revenues have increases significantly
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South African growth trajectory looks more uncertain. The ripe successes of 
Ramaphosa’s first 100 days in office were overshadowed by weak GDP numbers 
on June 5 (South African Economics Flash: Q1 GDP Weak). The rebranding of 
South African politics came in February when Zuma was ousted and Ramaphosa 
began to institute change. The President prioritized efforts to tackle corruption and 
SOE governance with Pravin Gordhan as he was appointed as Minister of Public 
Enterprises to “un-capture” the captured state. It remains unclear whether new 
boards can really overturn years of mismanagement across Eskom, South African 
Airways, Denel and Prasa. One ought to question whether corporate decay can be 
rectified in quick succession without near-term financing through debt issuance, 
capital injections or even government shareholder loans. All it took in October was a 
misguided Medium-Term Budget Policy Statement and bearish rating agency 
comments.  

How long does a honeymoon last? There might be clear water between 
Ramaphosa and the previous ANC government, but challenges lie with fiscal reform 
mainly over wages, land expropriation and uncertainty over the Mining Charter. All 
three were politically inherited although we can expect near-term clarity from the 
Minister of Mineral Resources (Gwede Mantashe) on the Mining Charter this month. 
Language concerning the “once empowered, always empowered” is likely to be a 
key talking point, which could retrospectively enforce minimum ownership (Mining 
Charter III). What separates the Mining Charter proposal from June last year is 
industry consultation and the Ramaphosa/Mantashe experience within the National 
Union of Mineworkers. Nevertheless the likelihood of draconian measures could be 
a further source of volatility for the mining sector.

Would you really call it SOE reform? An experienced board now guides Eskom at 
the helm, although we are yet to see any material reform. Eskom may have tapped 
existing debt through domestic markets but has not auctioned new tenors under its 
DMTN program as previously slated. Capex commitments still remain high, NERSA 
tariff reviews are unlikely to offer much upside and RCA clawbacks would be 
stretched over a prolonged period. That said, Eskom does intend to reduce the 
workforce by 4.2% and continues to look to dispose of Eskom Finance Company for 
a sum of c.R8-10bn. Unfortunately we are not convinced the above will stand to 
reduce Eskom's deeply negative FCF position and USD funding through the GMTN 
(USD debt) is unlikely to fix the deteriorating credit profile.

Figure 10. The FX reserves are at very low level Figure 11. Angol 25s spread over peers
Angola External Debt Angola Net International Reserves
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A better scenario for Eskom involves asset disposals. In 2016 European utilities 
divided the business between conventional and renewable energy to hive down 
assets and debt. Similarly National Grid, SSE and Fortum have recently sold stakes 
or full ownership in distribution assets over the past 2-3 years. As a loose metric, 
Eskom could transfer the Distribution segment (18% EBITDA) while maintaining 
control of Generation and Transmission. Assuming a similar multiple of 10-15x that 
has been applied to European distribution assets, then Eskom could unlock a value 
of c.R67-100bn (Eskom: Cautious but Overweight South Africa). The opportunity to 
then deleverage, in line with management’s once mooted new “capital structure” 
could then be achieved, perhaps improving the standalone credit profile. 

Increasing the heat on early elections as ANC cast polls. As Rampahosa seeks 
to build on the tangible successes of economic reform, he may be unable to paper 
over the cracks late in to 2018 and early 2019. This may perhaps increase the 
probability of early snap elections, seize what some call “Ramaphoria” and prompt 
the President into pursuing a stronger, fresh mandate. The slender ANC victory in 
December means Ramaphosa is somewhat driving through the rear-view mirror, as 
political opponents are never too far away. Given the rising political temperature 
we revise our country allocation to Neutral from Overweight.

Ukraine votes to pass ACC bill – Lawmakers convened for the second 
parliamentary reading of the Anti-Corruption Court on June 7. Expectations of 
passing reform to win over IMF support via the fourth tranche looks set to proceed 
although the devil is in the detail regarding numerous amendments (Have UKR and 
the IMF reached a compromise). We also believe the legislation is instrumental in 
continuing the EFF program. However, political infighting has now seen the 
dismissal of the Finance Minister which may stand to complicate Ukraine’s path 
forward. We remain Neutral across corporate credit given the uncertain backdrop 
(Living on an IMF Prayer). The next important signpost lies with the IMF’s decision.

Figure 12. South Africa versus Brazil Figure 13. Eskom 25s still trade too richly
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EM Credit Weekly Key Market Indicators

Figure 14. EM Credit Spreads – Sovereign & Corporate Figure 15. EM Credit Relative Spreads (vs US IG and HY)
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Figure 16. Quasi Sovereign Spread over Sovereign (with 1Y range) Figure 17. Sovereign: Net Issuances – Regional Breakdown (USD bn)
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Appendix A-1
Analyst Certification
The research analysts primarily responsible for the preparation and content of this research report are either (i) designated by “AC” in the author 
block or (ii) listed in bold alongside content which is attributable to that analyst. If multiple AC analysts are designated in the author block, each 
analyst is certifying with respect to the entire research report other than (a) content attributable to another AC certifying analyst listed in bold 
alongside the content and (b) views expressed solely with respect to a specific issuer which are attributable to another AC certifying analyst 
identified in the price charts or rating history tables for that issuer shown below. Each of these analysts certify, with respect to the sections of 
the report for which they are responsible: (1) that the views expressed therein accurately reflect their personal views about each issuer and 
security referenced and were prepared in an independent manner, including with respect to Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and its affiliates; and 
(2) no part of the research analyst's compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific recommendations or views 
expressed by that research analyst in this report.

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
Within the past 12 months, Citigroup Global Markets Inc. or its affiliates has acted as manager or co-manager of an offering of securities of PETROLEOS 
MEXICANOS, Argentina, Mexico, Brazil, South Africa, Turkey.
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. owns a position of 1 million USD or more in the debt securities of PETROLEOS MEXICANOS, Argentina, Ecuador, Mexico, 
Brazil.
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. or its affiliates has received compensation for investment banking services provided within the past 12 months from Eskom 
Holdings Soc Ltd, PETROBRAS INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CO, PETROLEOS MEXICANOS, Argentina, Ecuador, Mexico, Brazil, South Africa, Turkey, 
Ukraine.
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. or its affiliates expects to receive or intends to seek, within the next three months, compensation for investment banking 
services from PETROBRAS INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CO, PETROLEOS MEXICANOS, Mexico, Brazil, South Africa, Turkey.
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. or an affiliate received compensation for products and services other than investment banking services from Eskom Holdings 
Soc Ltd, PETROBRAS INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CO, PETROLEOS MEXICANOS, Argentina, Ecuador, Mexico, Brazil, South Africa, Angola, Turkey, 
Ukraine in the past 12 months.
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. currently has, or had within the past 12 months, the following as investment banking client(s): Eskom Holdings Soc Ltd, 
PETROBRAS INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CO, PETROLEOS MEXICANOS, Argentina, Ecuador, Mexico, Brazil, South Africa, Turkey, Ukraine.
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. currently has, or had within the past 12 months, the following as clients, and the services provided were non-investment-
banking, securities-related: Eskom Holdings Soc Ltd, PETROBRAS INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CO, PETROLEOS MEXICANOS, Argentina, Ecuador, 
Mexico, Brazil, South Africa, Angola, Turkey, Ukraine.
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. currently has, or had within the past 12 months, the following as clients, and the services provided were non-investment-
banking, non-securities-related: Eskom Holdings Soc Ltd, PETROBRAS INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CO, PETROLEOS MEXICANOS, Argentina, Ecuador, 
Mexico, Brazil, South Africa, Angola, Turkey, Ukraine.
Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and/or its affiliates has a significant financial interest in relation to Eskom Holdings Soc Ltd, PETROBRAS INTERNATIONAL 
FINANCE CO, PETROLEOS MEXICANOS, Argentina, Ecuador, Mexico, Brazil, South Africa, Turkey, Ukraine. (For an explanation of the determination of 
significant financial interest, please refer to the policy for managing conflicts of interest which can be found at www.citiVelocity.com.)
Disclosure for investors in the Republic of Turkey: Under Capital Markets Law of Turkey (Law No: 6362), the investment information, comments and 
recommendations stated here, are not within the scope of investment advisory activity. Investment advisory service is provided in accordance with a contract 
of engagement on investment advisory concluded between brokerage houses, portfolio management companies, non-deposit banks and clients. Comments 
and recommendations stated here rely on the individual opinions of the ones providing these comments and recommendations. These opinions may not fit 
to your financial status, risk and return preferences. For this reason, to make an investment decision by relying solely to this information stated here may not 
bring about outcomes that fit your expectations. Furthermore, Citi Research is a division of Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (the “Firm”), which does and seeks 
to do business with companies and/or trades on securities covered in this research reports. As a result, investors should be aware that the Firm may have a 
conflict of interest that could affect the objectivity of this report, however investors should also note that the Firm has in place organisational and 
administrative arrangements to manage potential conflicts of interest of this nature.
Analysts’ compensation is determined by Citi Research management and Citigroup’s senior management and is based upon activities and services intended 
to benefit the investor clients of Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and its affiliates (the “Firm”). Compensation is not linked to specific transactions or 
recommendations. Like all Firm employees, analysts receive compensation that is impacted by overall Firm profitability which includes investment banking, 
sales and trading, and principal trading revenues. One factor in equity research analyst compensation is arranging corporate access events between 
institutional clients and the management teams of covered companies. Typically, company management is more likely to participate when the analyst has a 
positive view of the company.
For securities recommended in the Product in which the Firm is not a market maker, the Firm is a liquidity provider in the issuers' financial instruments and 
may act as principal in connection with such transactions. The Firm is a regular issuer of traded financial instruments linked to securities that may have been 
recommended in the Product. The Firm regularly trades in the securities of the issuer(s) discussed in the Product. The Firm may engage in securities 
transactions in a manner inconsistent with the Product and, with respect to securities covered by the Product, will buy or sell from customers on a principal 
basis.P
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For important disclosures (including copies of historical disclosures) regarding the companies that are the subject of this Citi Research product ("the 
Product"), please contact Citi Research, 388 Greenwich Street, 28th Floor, New York, NY, 10013, Attention: Legal/Compliance [E6WYB6412478]. In 
addition, the same important disclosures, with the exception of the Valuation and Risk assessments and historical disclosures, are contained on the Firm's 
disclosure website at https://www.citivelocity.com/cvr/eppublic/citi_research_disclosures.   Valuation and Risk assessments can be found in the text of the 
most recent research note/report regarding the subject company. Pursuant to the Market Abuse Regulation a history of all Citi Research recommendations 
published during the preceding 12-month period can be accessed via Citi Velocity (https://www.citivelocity.com/cv2) or your standard distribution portal. 
Historical disclosures (for up to the past three years) will be provided upon request.
NON-US RESEARCH ANALYST DISCLOSURES
Non-US research analysts who have prepared this report (i.e., all research analysts listed below other than those identified as employed by Citigroup Global 
Markets Inc.) are not registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA. Such research analysts may not be associated persons of the member 
organization and therefore may not be subject to the FINRA Rule 2241 restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances and 
trading securities held by a research analyst account. The legal entities employing the authors of this report are listed below:
Citigroup Global Markets Inc Donato Guarino; W.R. Eric Ollom, CFA; Ayoti Mittra
Citigroup Global Markets Ltd Luis E Costa, CFA; James C Barry; Dumitru Vicol
OTHER DISCLOSURES
Any price(s) of instruments mentioned in recommendations are as of the prior day’s market close on the primary market for the instrument, unless otherwise 
stated.
The completion and first dissemination of any recommendations made within this research report are as of the Eastern date-time displayed at the top of the 
Product. If the Product references views of other analysts then please refer to the price chart or rating history table for the date/time of completion and first 
dissemination with respect to that view.
European regulations require that where a recommendation differs from any of the author’s previous recommendations concerning the same financial 
instrument or issuer that has been published during the preceding 12-month period that the change(s) and the date of that previous recommendation are 
indicated.  Please refer to the trade history in the published research or contact the research analyst.
European regulations require that a firm must establish, implement and make available a policy for managing conflicts of interest arising as a result of 
publication or distribution of investment research. The policy applicable to Citi Research's Products can be found at 
 https://www.citivelocity.com/cvr/eppublic/citi_research_disclosures. 
The proportion of all Citi Research research recommendations that were the equivalent to “Buy”,”Hold”,”Sell” at the end of each quarter over the prior 12 
months (with the % of these that had received investment firm services from Citi in the prior 12 months shown in brackets) is as follows: Q1 2018 Buy 32% 
(71%), Hold 44% (63%), Sell 24% (56%), RV 0.4% (98%); Q4 2017 Buy 32% (70%), Hold 44% (65%), Sell 24% (57%), RV NA (NA); Q3 2017 Buy 32% 
(70%), Hold 44% (64%), Sell 24% (58%), RV NA (NA); Q2 2017 Buy 32% (70%), Hold 45% (63%), Sell 24% (57%), RV NA (NA). For the purposes of 
disclosing recommendations other than for equity or high yield recommendations (whose definitions can be found in their corresponding disclosure 
sections), “Buy” means a positive directional trade idea; “Sell” means a negative directional trade idea; and “Relative Value” means any trade idea which 
does not have a clear direction to the investment strategy.
European regulations require a 5 year price history when past performance of a security is referenced. CitiVelocity’s Charting Tool 
(https://www.citivelocity.com/cv2/#go/CHARTING_3_Equities) provides the facility to create customisable price charts including a five year option. This tool 
can be found in the Data & Analytics section under any of the asset class menus in CitiVelocity (https://www.citivelocity.com/). For further information contact 
CitiVelocity support (https://www.citivelocity.com/cv2/go/CLIENT_SUPPORT). The source for all referenced prices, unless otherwise stated, is DataCentral, 
which sources price information from Thomson Reuters. Past performance is not a guarantee or reliable indicator of future results. Forecasts are not a 
guarantee or reliable indicator of future performance.
Investors should always consider the investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses of an ETF carefully before investing. The applicable 
prospectus and key investor information document (as applicable) for an ETF should contain this and other information about such ETF. It is important to 
read carefully any such prospectus before investing. Clients may obtain prospectuses and key investor information documents for ETFs from the applicable 
distributor or authorized participant, the exchange upon which an ETF is listed and/or from the applicable website of the applicable ETF issuer. The value of 
the investments and any accruing income may fall or rise. Any past performance, prediction or forecast is not indicative of future or likely performance. Any 
information on ETFs contained herein is provided strictly for illustrative purposes and should not be deemed an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to 
purchase units of any ETF either explicitly or implicitly. The opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of ETF 
issuers, any of their agents or their affiliates.
Citigroup Global Markets India Private Limited and/or its affiliates may have, from time to time, actual or beneficial ownership of 1% or more in the debt 
securities of the subject issuer.
Citi Research generally disseminates its research to the Firm’s global institutional and retail clients via both proprietary (e.g., Citi Velocity and Citi Personal 
Wealth Management) and non-proprietary electronic distribution platforms. Certain research may be disseminated only via the Firm’s proprietary distribution 
platforms; however such research will not contain changes to earnings forecasts, target price, investment or risk rating or investment thesis or be otherwise 
inconsistent with the author’s previously published research. Certain research is made available only to institutional investors to satisfy regulatory 
requirements. Individual Citi Research analysts may also opt to circulate published research to one or more clients by email; such email distribution is 
discretionary and is done only after the research has been disseminated. The level and types of services provided by Citi Research analysts to clients may 
vary depending on various factors such as the client’s individual preferences as to the frequency and manner of receiving communications from analysts, the 
client’s risk profile and investment focus and perspective (e.g. market-wide, sector specific, long term, short-term etc.), the size and scope of the overall 
client relationship with the Firm and legal and regulatory constraints.
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Pursuant to Comissão de Valores Mobiliários Rule 483, Citi is required to disclose whether a Citi related company or business has a commercial relationship 
with the subject company. Considering that Citi operates multiple businesses in more than 100 countries around the world, it is likely that Citi has a 
commercial relationship with the subject company.
Securities recommended, offered, or sold by the Firm: (i) are not insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation; (ii) are not deposits or other 
obligations of any insured depository institution (including Citibank); and (iii) are subject to investment risks, including the possible loss of the principal 
amount invested. The Product is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security. Any 
decision to purchase securities mentioned in the Product must take into account existing public information on such security or any registered prospectus. 
Although information has been obtained from and is based upon sources that the Firm believes to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy and it may 
be incomplete and condensed. Note, however, that the Firm has taken all reasonable steps to determine the accuracy and completeness of the disclosures 
made in the Important Disclosures section of the Product. The Firm's research department has received assistance from the subject company(ies) referred 
to in this Product including, but not limited to, discussions with management of the subject company(ies). Firm policy prohibits research analysts from 
sending draft research to subject companies. However, it should be presumed that the author of the Product has had discussions with the subject company 
to ensure factual accuracy prior to publication. All opinions, projections and estimates constitute the judgment of the author as of the date of the Product and 
these, plus any other information contained in the Product, are subject to change without notice. Prices and availability of financial instruments also are 
subject to change without notice. Notwithstanding other departments within the Firm advising the companies discussed in this Product, information obtained 
in such role is not used in the preparation of the Product. Although Citi Research does not set a predetermined frequency for publication, if the Product is a 
fundamental equity or credit research report, it is the intention of Citi Research to provide research coverage of the covered issuers, including in response to 
news affecting the issuer. For non-fundamental research reports, Citi Research may not provide regular updates to the views, recommendations and facts 
included in the reports. Notwithstanding that Citi Research maintains coverage on, makes recommendations concerning or discusses issuers, Citi Research 
may be periodically restricted from referencing certain issuers due to legal or policy reasons. Where the restriction impacts closure of a published trade idea, 
the trade idea will be closed as soon as practicable upon lifting of the restriction. Citi Research may provide different research products and services to 
different classes of customers (for example, based upon long-term or short-term investment horizons) that may lead to differing conclusions or 
recommendations that could impact the price of a security contrary to the recommendations in the alternative research product, provided that each is 
consistent with the rating system for each respective product.
Investing in non-U.S. securities, including ADRs, may entail certain risks. The securities of non-U.S. issuers may not be registered with, nor be subject to the 
reporting requirements of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission. There may be limited information available on foreign securities. Foreign 
companies are generally not subject to uniform audit and reporting standards, practices and requirements comparable to those in the U.S. Securities of 
some foreign companies may be less liquid and their prices more volatile than securities of comparable U.S. companies. In addition, exchange rate 
movements may have an adverse effect on the value of an investment in a foreign stock and its corresponding dividend payment for U.S. investors. Net 
dividends to ADR investors are estimated, using withholding tax rates conventions, deemed accurate, but investors are urged to consult their tax advisor for 
exact dividend computations. Investors who have received the Product from the Firm may be prohibited in certain states or other jurisdictions from 
purchasing securities mentioned in the Product from the Firm. Please ask your Financial Consultant for additional details. Citigroup Global Markets Inc. 
takes responsibility for the Product in the United States. Any orders by US investors resulting from the information contained in the Product may be placed 
only through Citigroup Global Markets Inc.
Important Disclosures for Bell Potter Customers: Bell Potter is making this Product available to its clients pursuant to an agreement with Citigroup Global 
Markets Australia Pty Limited.  Neither Citigroup Global Markets Australia Pty Limited nor any of its affiliates has made any determination as to the suitability 
of the information provided herein and clients should consult with their Bell Potter financial advisor before making any investment decision.
The Citigroup legal entity that takes responsibility for the production of the Product is the legal entity which the first named author is employed 
by.  The Product is made available in Australia through Citigroup Global Markets Australia Pty Limited. (ABN 64 003 114 832 and AFSL No. 240992), 
participant of the ASX Group and regulated by the Australian Securities & Investments Commission.  Citigroup Centre, 2 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000.  
Citigroup Global Markets Australia Pty Limited is not an Authorised Deposit-Taking Institution under the Banking Act 1959, nor is it regulated by the 
Australian Prudential Regulation Authority. The Product is made available in Australia to Private Banking wholesale clients through Citigroup Pty Limited 
(ABN 88 004 325 080 and AFSL 238098). Citigroup Pty Limited provides all financial product advice to Australian Private Banking wholesale clients through 
bankers and relationship managers.  If there is any doubt about the suitability of investments held in Citigroup Private Bank accounts, investors should 
contact the Citigroup Private Bank in Australia.  Citigroup companies may compensate affiliates and their representatives for providing products and services 
to clients.  The Product is made available in Brazil by Citigroup Global Markets Brasil - CCTVM SA, which is regulated by CVM - Comissão de Valores 
Mobiliários ("CVM"), BACEN - Brazilian Central Bank, APIMEC - Associação dos Analistas e Profissionais de Investimento do Mercado de Capitais and 
ANBIMA – Associação Brasileira das Entidades dos Mercados Financeiro e de Capitais. Av. Paulista, 1111 - 14º andar(parte) - CEP: 01311920 - São Paulo 
- SP.  If the Product is being made available in certain provinces of Canada by Citigroup Global Markets (Canada) Inc. ("CGM Canada"), CGM Canada has 
approved the Product.  Citigroup Place, 123 Front Street West, Suite 1100, Toronto, Ontario M5J 2M3.  This product is available in Chile through Banchile 
Corredores de Bolsa S.A., an indirect subsidiary of Citigroup Inc., which is regulated by the Superintendencia de Valores y Seguros. Agustinas 975, piso 2, 
Santiago, Chile.   The Product is distributed in Germany by Citigroup Global Markets Deutschland AG ("CGMD"), which is regulated by Bundesanstalt fuer 
Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin). CGMD, Reuterweg 16, 60323 Frankfurt am Main. Research which relates to "securities" (as defined in the Securities 
and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571 of the Laws of Hong Kong)) is issued in Hong Kong by, or on behalf of, Citigroup Global Markets Asia Limited which 
takes full responsibility for its content. Citigroup Global Markets Asia Ltd. is regulated by Hong Kong Securities and Futures Commission. If the Research is 
made available through Citibank, N.A., Hong Kong Branch, for its clients in Citi Private Bank, it is made available by Citibank N.A., Citibank Tower, Citibank 
Plaza, 3 Garden Road, Hong Kong. Citibank N.A. is regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority. Please contact your Private Banker in Citibank N.A., 
Hong Kong, Branch if you have any queries on or any matters arising from or in connection with this document.  The Product is made available in India by 
Citigroup Global Markets India Private Limited (CGM), which is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI), as a Research Analyst 
(SEBI Registration No. INH000000438). CGM is also actively involved in the business of merchant banking and stock brokerage in India, and is registered 
with SEBI in this regard. CGM’s registered office is at 1202, 12th Floor, FIFC, G Block, Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra East, Mumbai – 400098. CGM’s 
Corporate Identity Number is U99999MH2000PTC126657, and its contact details are: Tel:+9102261759999 Fax:+9102261759961.  The Product is made P
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available in Indonesia through PT Citigroup Securities Indonesia.  5/F, Citibank Tower, Bapindo Plaza, Jl. Jend. Sudirman Kav. 54-55, Jakarta 12190.  
Neither this Product nor any copy hereof may be distributed in Indonesia or to any Indonesian citizens wherever they are domiciled or to Indonesian 
residents except in compliance with applicable capital market laws and regulations. This Product is not an offer of securities in Indonesia. The securities 
referred to in this Product have not been registered with the Capital Market and Financial Institutions Supervisory Agency (BAPEPAM-LK) pursuant to 
relevant capital market laws and regulations, and may not be offered or sold within the territory of the Republic of Indonesia or to Indonesian citizens through 
a public offering or in circumstances which constitute an offer within the meaning of the Indonesian capital market laws and regulations.  The Product is 
made available in Israel through Citibank NA, regulated by the Bank of Israel and the Israeli Securities Authority. Citibank, N.A, Platinum Building, 21 
Ha'arba'ah St, Tel Aviv, Israel.   The Product is made available in Italy by Citigroup Global Markets Limited, which is authorised by the PRA and regulated by 
the FCA and the PRA.  Via dei Mercanti, 12, Milan, 20121, Italy.  The Product is made available in Japan by Citigroup Global Markets Japan Inc. ("CGMJ"), 
which is regulated by Financial Services Agency, Securities and Exchange Surveillance Commission, Japan Securities Dealers Association, Tokyo Stock 
Exchange and Osaka Securities Exchange.  Otemachi Park Building, 1-1-1 Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8132 Japan. If the Product was distributed by 
SMBC Nikko Securities Inc. it is being so distributed under license.  In the event that an error is found in an CGMJ research report, a revised version will be 
posted on the Firm's Citi Velocity website.  If you have questions regarding Citi Velocity, please call (81 3) 6270-3019 for help.   The Product is made 
available in Korea by Citigroup Global Markets Korea Securities Ltd., which is regulated by the Financial Services Commission, the Financial Supervisory 
Service and the Korea Financial Investment Association (KOFIA). Citibank Building, 39 Da-dong, Jung-gu, Seoul 100-180, Korea.   KOFIA makes available 
registration information of research analysts on its website.  Please visit the following website if you wish to find KOFIA registration information on research 
analysts of Citigroup Global Markets Korea Securities Ltd.  
http://dis.kofia.or.kr/websquare/index.jsp?w2xPath=/wq/fundMgr/DISFundMgrAnalystList.xml&divisionId=MDIS03002002000000&serviceId=SDIS030020020
00. The Product is made available in Korea by Citibank Korea Inc., which is regulated by the Financial Services Commission and the Financial Supervisory 
Service. Address is Citibank Building, 39 Da-dong, Jung-gu, Seoul 100-180, Korea. This research report is intended to be provided only to Professional 
Investors as defined in the Financial Investment Services and Capital Market Act and its Enforcement Decree in Korea.  The Product is made available in 
Malaysia by Citigroup Global Markets Malaysia Sdn Bhd (Company No. 460819-D) (“CGMM”) to its clients and CGMM takes responsibility for its contents. 
CGMM is regulated by the Securities Commission of Malaysia. Please contact CGMM at Level 43 Menara Citibank, 165 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, the Product.  The Product is made available in Mexico by Acciones y Valores 
Banamex, S.A. De C. V., Casa de Bolsa, Integrante del Grupo Financiero Banamex ("Accival") which is a wholly owned subsidiary of Citigroup Inc. and is 
regulated by Comision Nacional Bancaria y de Valores. Reforma 398, Col. Juarez, 06600 Mexico, D.F.  In New Zealand the Product is made available to 
‘wholesale clients’ only as defined by s5C(1) of the Financial Advisers Act 2008 (‘FAA’) through Citigroup Global Markets Australia Pty Ltd (ABN 64 003 114 
832 and AFSL No. 240992), an overseas financial adviser as defined by the FAA, participant of the ASX Group and regulated by the Australian Securities & 
Investments Commission. Citigroup Centre, 2 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000.  The Product is made available in Pakistan by Citibank N.A. Pakistan 
branch, which is regulated by the State Bank of Pakistan and Securities Exchange Commission, Pakistan. AWT Plaza, 1.1. Chundrigar Road, P.O. Box 
4889, Karachi-74200.  The Product is made available in the Philippines through Citicorp Financial Services and Insurance Brokerage Philippines, Inc., 
which is regulated by the Philippines Securities and Exchange Commission. 20th Floor Citibank Square Bldg. The Product is made available in the 
Philippines through Citibank NA Philippines branch, Citibank Tower, 8741 Paseo De Roxas, Makati City, Manila. Citibank NA Philippines NA is regulated by 
The Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas. The Product is made available in Poland by Dom Maklerski Banku Handlowego SA an indirect subsidiary of Citigroup Inc., 
which is regulated by Komisja Nadzoru Finansowego.  Dom Maklerski Banku Handlowego S.A. ul.Senatorska 16, 00-923 Warszawa.  The Product is made 
available in the Russian Federation through AO Citibank, which is licensed to carry out banking activities in the Russian Federation in accordance with the 
general banking license issued by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation and brokerage activities in accordance with the license issued by the Federal 
Service for Financial Markets.  Neither the Product nor any information contained in the Product shall be considered as advertising the securities mentioned 
in this report within the territory of the Russian Federation or outside the Russian Federation.  The Product does not constitute an appraisal within the 
meaning of the Federal Law of the Russian Federation of 29 July 1998 No. 135-FZ (as amended) On Appraisal Activities in the Russian Federation.  8-10 
Gasheka Street, 125047 Moscow.  The Product is made available in Singapore through Citigroup Global Markets Singapore Pte. Ltd. (“CGMSPL”), a capital 
markets services license holder, and regulated by Monetary Authority of Singapore. Please contact CGMSPL at 8 Marina View, 21st Floor Asia Square 
Tower 1, Singapore 018960, in respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, the analysis of this document. This report is intended for recipients 
who are accredited, expert and institutional investors as defined under the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289). The Product is made available by The 
Citigroup Private Bank in Singapore through Citibank, N.A., Singapore Branch, a licensed bank in Singapore that is regulated by Monetary Authority of 
Singapore. Please contact your Private Banker in Citibank N.A., Singapore Branch if you have any queries on or any matters arising from or in connection 
with this document. This report is intended for recipients who are accredited, expert and institutional investors as defined under the Securities and Futures 
Act (Cap. 289).  This report is distributed in Singapore by Citibank Singapore Ltd ("CSL") to selected Citigold/Citigold Private Clients. CSL provides no 
independent research or analysis of the substance or in preparation of this report. Please contact your Citigold//Citigold Private Client Relationship Manager 
in CSL if you have any queries on or any matters arising from or in connection with this report. This report is intended for recipients who are accredited 
investors as defined under the Securities and Futures Act (Cap. 289).   Citigroup Global Markets (Pty) Ltd. is incorporated in the Republic of South Africa 
(company registration number 2000/025866/07) and its registered office is at 145 West Street, Sandton, 2196, Saxonwold. Citigroup Global Markets (Pty) 
Ltd. is regulated by JSE Securities Exchange South Africa, South African Reserve Bank and the Financial Services Board.  The investments and services 
contained herein are not available to private customers in South Africa.  The Product is made available in the Republic of China through Citigroup Global 
Markets Taiwan Securities Company Ltd. ("CGMTS"), 14 and 15F, No. 1, Songzhi Road, Taipei 110, Taiwan, subject to the license scope and the applicable 
laws and regulations in the Republic of China. CGMTS is regulated by the Securities and Futures Bureau of the Financial Supervisory Commission of 
Taiwan, the Republic of China. No portion of the Product may be reproduced or quoted in the Republic of China by the press or any third parties [without the 
written authorization of CGMTS]. Pursuant to the applicable laws and regulations in the Republic of China, the recipient of the Product shall not take 
advantage of such Product to involve in any matters in which the recipient may have conflicts of interest. If the Product covers securities which are not 
allowed to be offered or traded in the Republic of China, neither the Product nor any information contained in the Product shall be considered as advertising 
the securities or making recommendation of the securities in the Republic of China. The Product is for informational purposes only and is not intended as an 
offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of a security or financial products. Any decision to purchase securities or financial products mentioned in the 
Product must take into account existing public information on such security or the financial products or any registered prospectus.  The Product is made 
available in Thailand through Citicorp Securities (Thailand) Ltd., which is regulated by the Securities and Exchange Commission of Thailand.  399 P
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Interchange 21 Building, 18th Floor, Sukhumvit Road, Klongtoey Nua, Wattana ,Bangkok 10110, Thailand.  The Product is made available in Turkey 
through Citibank AS which is regulated by Capital Markets Board.  Tekfen Tower, Eski Buyukdere Caddesi # 209 Kat 2B, 23294 Levent, Istanbul, Turkey.  In 
the U.A.E, these materials (the "Materials") are communicated by Citigroup Global Markets Limited, DIFC branch ("CGML"), an entity registered in the Dubai 
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